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Shout Out!

The team at New Foundations Housing would like to say Hi all, welcome to the first edition of Shout
for 2015. With Summer on the way we can hopefully look forward to some warmer weather!
We would like to say a special Hello to all our new tenants - Beryl, Ciara, Ian and Jonathan in
Chorley, Luke and Jamie in Preston, Lissie, Shane and George in Kendal, Laura, Amy and Chloe in
Cumbria, Judith, Alison and Amanda in Skelmersdale, James in Bacup and all those in our new
property in Wigan, Charlotte, Jenny, Gemma, Elizabeth, Malcolm, William and Robert.
WELCOME TO YOU ALL!

Supporting people to register to vote
Everybody who is eligible should be registered
irrespective of any illness or disability they may have


There should be a presumption that a person has
capacity to vote


Only the applicant, or a person to whom they have
given power of attorney, can make the required
declaration as part of an application for registration


How can I help the people I support?
It is important that you do not make an assumption about an individuals capacity to register to vote.
Everyone, regardless of their capacity, should be registered to vote. It is important that vulnerable
people do not lose their right to vote. You may provide assistance but the applicant must
make the declaration of truth by signing or making their usual mark (in the case of the paper form) or
confirm that the information is correct (for an online application). Alternatively, a person who has an
appropriate power of attorney may make the declaration on behalf of the elector.
Am I registered?
If you, or the person you help to support are already registered, you will have received a poll card
detailing where and when to vote. If not, applications can be made on line at
www.register-to-vote or by completing an Individual Registration Form that you can collect from your
local council offices.

Voting can be done by post or in person. If a person needs help with the process of voting, they can
be assisted.
If by postal vote - support can be given to sign and state date of birth, however the individual must
mark the ballot paper that then needs to be folded without the person supporting them seeing the
mark.
If in person - Assistance can be given at the polling station but the individual will be required to mark
the ballot paper.
SHOUT!

Tenant Survey
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Each year New Foundations carry out tenant surveys. We
do this to help us understand how you feel about the
service we provide.
New Foundations are a specialist social housing provider
regulated by the Homes and Communities Agency.
Our focus is to provide houses for adults with learning
disabilities.

Our specialist team are a unique blend of housing and
social care professionals.
Our tenants really are at the heart of our business. As a
medium sized housing association we have a great
opportunity to get to know our tenants and their support
teams.
We like to hear your feedback at any time of the year, we
will always listen, act and respond to your comments.
Our annual tenant survey is an opportunity for you to tell
us what we are doing well and what you would like us to
improve. Along with this newsletter you will have received
a copy of the 2014 tenant survey, this will help us to
understand how we did last year and what we need to do
in 2015 to give to the best possible housing service.
We would really appreciate you completing the form and
returning it to New Foundations in the envelope provided.
You do not need to put your name on the form, we will still
value your opinions and comments.
YES!

NO!

If you would like to put your name and address, we will
enter you into a free draw. The winner of the draw will
receive £40.00 worth of Love to Shop vouchers. These
vouchers can be used in most high street stores.
If you do not receive this survey, or you would like it in
another format i.e. audio, please contact New Foundations
on 01706 835333 or email john@newfoundations.co.uk
Thanks
John
Senior Housing Manager

Not Sure!
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Learning Disabilities Today
Fire and police services show support
against disability hate crime
(Hate Crime Awareness week - 26th January to 1st February 2015)
Fire advocates from Devon & Somerset Fire & Rescue Service (DSFRS) now have a greater
knowledge of disability crime and how to best report it after attending a training session hosted by
Devon & Cornwall Police and Plymouth People First.
The joint awareness session, which was presented to adults with a learning disability from the
Plymouth Highbury Trust as part of Hate Crime Awareness Week, sought to improve firefighters’ ability
to spot potential hate or 'mate' crime while undertaking home fire safety checks in people’s homes.
DSFRS' community firefighter, Dave Evans, said: "The Fire Service is happy to support this Hate Crime
Awareness Session. It is important that adults with a learning disability are made aware of what a hate
crime is and equally as important that our staff understands and can identify hate and mate crime."
The Service also sponsored 100 goody bags promoting Stop Hate UK, an organisation that provides free helplines, support and advice for victims of mate crime
around the country.

'Hatred and bigotry incompatible with aims for the city'
Plymouth People First has worked closely with the Plymouth Diversity Communities Team (DCT) for the past four years, and Self-Advocacy project officer
Jill Singh was pleased to see the scheme expand to increase firefighters'
awareness.
"With help from the DCT and local PCSO we have looked at the difference between an incident
and a crime, what is a hate or mate crime, how to report and who to report to," she said.
"This year our emphasis has been on giving our members the vocabulary they need to provide
accurate offender descriptions. I am thrilled so many of our partner agencies are keen to work with us
to promote the importance of reporting hate and mate crime during this national awareness week.
Plymouth People First members will realise there are lots of different organisations out there who can
support them if they are targeted because of their learning disability.”
Superintendent Chris Singer, who funded the afternoon session, added: "Respect for all people should
be at the core of all that we do and how we behave. To target a person because of their perceived
difference, to tolerate hatred and bigotry diminishes our society and is incompatible with our aspirations
as a city. I am proud to be involved in work that challenges hatred and encourages and supports
victims to come forward.”

SHOUT!
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Learning Disabilities Today
Dimensions offer Autism
Friendly Screenings at
over 250 cinemas in
partnership with
Cineworld, ODEON,
Showcase and
Vue cinemas.

Odeon Cinemas
are now trialing
autism friendly
screenings aimed
at an older
audience.
One of the first
films trialled was
The Kingsman
shown in February.
The next film to be
screened is Fast
and Furious 7.

Every month, each participating cinema shows a
different film from a selection of new releases
and classics including Pixar animations, Disney
adventures and many more films suitable for all age
ranges.

What makes the screenings
autism friendly?






The lights will be on low
The volume will be turned down
There will be no trailers at the beginning of the film
You'll be able to take your own food and drinks
You'll be able to move around the cinema if you
like

Find your cinema
Each cinema chain hosts one Autism Friendly
Screening each month.
To find out more contact
Cineworld- www.cineworld.co.uk or - 0844 815 7747
ODEON- www.odeon.co.uk or- 0333 006 7777
Showcase- www.showcasecinemas.co.uk
or- 0871 220 1000
Vue- www.myvue.com or- 0871 224 0240

Fast & Furious 7

This is the latest instalment of the
high octane franchise. This time,
Dominic Torretto and his crew get
involved in trying to keep a
computer terrorism programme
out of the hands of a Somali
terrorist, whilst also fighting off
the attentions of Deckard Shaw,
the brother of Owen Shaw—who
was defeated by Torreto’s crew in
the last film.
If you catch it, why not drop us
a line on what you thought of
it?

The film is being
shown in 10
Odeon Cinemas
around the
country, they are:
Birmingham
Broadway Plaza
Blanchardstown
Cardiff
Glasgow Quay
Greenwich
Kensington
Sheffield
Southampton
Trafford Centre
Wimbledon

Based on a Marvel comic,
this film focuses on the bond
between teen hero Hiro
Hamada and his giant
inflatable robot, Baymax.
This movie is being screened
in Cineworld, ODEON, Vue
and Showcase cinemas.
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Meet the team!

That’s because Shirley has
joined the team!
Shirley joined us at the start
of December . Among many
other roles, Shirley will help
to look after your home by
booking your repairs and
arranging for your workman
to visit. Welcome Shirley,
it’s great to have you on
board!

Shirley Webb - Housing Officer

Some of you may have
noticed a different voice at
the end of the phone if
you’ve called New Foundations over the last few
months.

An interview with Shirley…………

Do you have any hobbies?

Where were you born?

In my spare time I enjoy learning to Salsa
dance and long walks in the countryside. I am
also a qualified Reflexologist (but do not
currently practice).

At my parents’ home in Didsbury.
Do you have any brothers or sisters?
I have two sisters, Gaynor is older and Jill is
younger than me.
Do you have any pets?
I don’t currently have any pets but used to
keep guinea pigs, which I adore.

What are you enjoying most about
working for New Foundations?

Since joining New Foundations I have most
enjoyed learning about our tenant’s additional
needs and requirements, getting to know our
Where did you work before New
contractors and people at the houses and
Foundations?
working with such great colleagues in the
Before I joined New Foundations I worked for
office.
Solicitors in the Property Department, helping
people to buy and sell houses.

SHOUT!

Let Laura Speak!
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Laura Oglanby
became a New
Foundations
tenant back in
July last year.
Laura lives in
Cumbria with
friends.
Before becoming a New
Foundations
tenant, Laura
lived with her
mum Bernie
and her brother
Nathan, in
between
attending
college.
Laura and the Mayor of Allerdale Len Davies on
the fundraising campaign ‘Let Laura Speak’
Laura has Cerebral Palsy and
has been unable to speak from
birth. Len Davies, who is the new
Mayor of Allerdale first met Laura
when he was helping her mum
secure a supported living home
for Laura.

The device will be supplied by
the Sequel Trust charity which
provides communication aids for
disabled people.

Laura’s mum said “it was great
when I heard that Len would be
fundraising for Laura. I have
Len offered to set up a fundrais- always said that if someone gave
ing campaign called ‘Let Laura
me a wish for either Laura to
Speak’. The idea was to raise
walk or talk, it has always been
money to buy a piece of equipto talk. It would be great to have
ment called Eye Gaze. This com- a conversation with her.”
puter works by Laura using her
Many people from the local area
eyes to produce a computerised
have got involved including her
voice, similar to the device used
brother Nathan who organised a
by Professor Stephen Hawking.
football dinner to raise funds.

Update………..Laura’s mum says:

“Approximately £20,000 has been
raised, through online donations,
sponsored bike rides, a group
walked the 3 peaks!! A Rugby
match, and an auction. I've had
people come up to me in the local
Spar where I work and hand over
money!”
“The machine has now arrived and
staff from Westhouse, Chrysalis
day-care and myself are going to get
trained up and I think we are ready
to go after that.”
Good luck Laura. We really look
forward to hearing from you in our
next issue!
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Beautiful Spring Flowers!

TULIPS FROM AMSTERDAM . . .
When we think about Spring, we often think of all the lovely spring
flowers popping up in our gardens and woodlands. One of the most
wonderful spring flowers is the Tulip.
Tulips were originally a wild flower growing in the Central Asia and
were first cultivated by the Turks as early as 1,000 AD. They were
introduced into Europe and the Netherlands in the 17th century by
Carolus Clusius, a famous biologist from Vienna. The flower is called a
Tulip after the Turkish word for Turban (a type of headwear), because
of its shape, and they were mainly grown in all of the palace gardens in
Turkey.
In the beginning of the 17th century tulips started to be used as a garden decoration as well as for certain
believed medicinal purposes. Interest for the flowers became huge and the bulbs were sold for unbelievably high
prices. In the late 1630’s there was a complete "Tulipmania" and some examples of the flower could cost more
than a house in Amsterdam. It is said that the flower became so popular because of the bright colours, dramatic
stripes and frilly petals. To have tulips in your home was a way to impress your friends and neighbours.
Popularity dropped in the 20th century when it was discovered that certain types of tulips held infection. The virus
spread to the tulip from a louse living on peaches and potatoes. These diseased varieties are no longer sold, but
there are some three thousand varieties now being grown. Some have very odd
names such as Blue Parrott, Triumph, Mona Lisa, and Apricot Beauty which
actually smell of ripe apricots!
The beautiful tulips in the picture to the right are called “Princess Irene” and are
named after a Dutch princess. They are a mixture of orange and purple – think
about the colours of a sunset!
It is very easy to produce a fabulous display of tulips in spring, either in your garden
or in small planters for a patio area. In this country it is best to plant tulip bulbs
anytime in October and November (before the first frost of winter). They are very
easy to plant and need no attention. They will naturally start to poke a green shoot above the soil from late March
to early May, which will then grow into the most beautiful flowers for you. Why don’t you have a go at growing
some tulips and send us your photographs for the including in our magazine.
The wonderful Tulip was even made famous in a song
by Max Bygraves which begins:“When its spring again I’ll bring again
Tulips from Amsterdam
With a heart that’s true I’ll give to you
Tulips from Amsterdam”

SHOUT!

Garden Makeover!!
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Michael who lives in Chorley decided to work some magic on his back yard. Although he has a front
garden ,the back yard was really plain so Michael decided it was time to do something about it.
With the help of his support team, Michael decided to create
a lovely bistro area………….
He cleaned up and painted the walls and the outhouse…….

He chose some potted plants and hanging baskets…….
He put a bistro set in so he could sit out and enjoy his new space……...
He even fitted some lights to the outhouse and wall so the area looks great lit
up at night!!!
Now Michael and his house mates have a great private outdoor area to
entertain or relax in. Well done Michael!!
If you have done a project, either in your house or somewhere else, why not
share what you’ve done with us!
Send your pics to New Foundations...Address is on the back page……..
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Activities…..
Sudoku

Just for fun!

Solutions to the puzzles are
on the back page!
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Find the 8 words—all related to Spring
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Tulips

Bloom

Easter

Bunny

Eggs

March

Lamb

Bulbs

Eat me…..
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Ingredients
3 tbsp olive oil
2 celery sticks, finely chopped
1 onion, finely chopped
1 carrot, finely chopped
3 garlic cloves, crushed
140g pack cubetti di pancetta
500g pack beef mince
200ml milk
2 X 400g cans chopped tomatoes
2 bay leaves

Method
1.

First infuse the milk for the béchamel sauce. Put the milk, onion,
bay and cloves into a large saucepan and bring very gently just
up to the boil. Turn off the heat and set aside for 1 hr.

2.

For the meat sauce….Put the oil, celery, onion, carrot, garlic and
pancetta in another large saucepan. Gently cook together until
the veg are soft but not coloured. Tip in all the mince, the milk
and tomatoes. Using a wooden spoon, stir together and break
up. When the mince is mostly broken down, stir in all the herbs,
the stock cubes and wine, bring to a simmer. Cook for 1hr,
stirring occasionally. Uncover and gently simmer for another 30
mins - until the meat is tender and saucy. Taste and season.

3.

To finish the béchamel sauce, strain the milk through a fine sieve
into one or two jugs. Melt the butter into the same pan then mix
in the flour and cook for 2 mins. Stir in the strained milk, a little at
a time - the mix will thicken at first to a doughy paste but keep
going! When all the milk is in, bring to a gentle simmer stirring
occasionally. Season with salt, pepper and nutmeg.

4.

Heat oven to 180C (if you have a fan oven heat to 160C or gas
mark 4). Spread a spoonful of the meat sauce over the base of a
roughly 3.5 litre baking dish. Cover with a single layer of pasta
sheets, snapping them to fit if needed, then top with a quarter of
the béchamel. Spoon over a third of the meat sauce and scatter
over a little Parmesan. Repeat the layers - pasta, béchamel,
meat and Parmesan - two more times to use all the meat sauce.
Add a final layer of pasta, the last of the béchamel and remaining
Parmesan. Sit the dish on a baking tray for 1hr until bubbling,
browned and crisp on top.

1 rosemary sprig
2 thyme sprigs
2 tsp dried oregano
2 beef sock cubes
500ml red wine
400g dried pasta sheets
50g parmesan, finely grated
For the béchamel sauce
1.5 litre milk
1 onion, thickly sliced
3 bay leaves
3 cloves
100g butter
100g plain flour
Small grating of nutmeg

If you are a whizz in the
kitchen, or if you have a
favourite recipe, why not get
in touch and we can share it
with other tenants!!!

Enjoy …..

New Foundations Chief Executive Vicki
We love to hear from our tenants their
parents or carers with what's on your
mind, whether it be something you have
done which you would like to share with
everyone, or an idea for the newsletter.
You can contact New Foundations by
phone, email or post.
01706 835333
238 Burnley Rd East,
If you need this newsletter in another

Waterfoot, Rawtenstall,

format, like large print or Braille , or

Rossendale Lancashire,

want additional copies, please let us

BB4 9DQ

know by phone email or letter

Email: info@newfoundations.co.uk
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Or visit us at: www.newfoundations.co.uk

